
EHDC REGATTA
BOSBAAN AMSTERDAM

saturday 8 september 2018

RACE INFORMATION
prices:
- Team with own boat 250 euro
- Team without boat 375 euro

As in the past we race the 200, 500 and 2.000 meter. For the dutch raceteams the
regatta is a race in their competion for the NDBF-cup. They compete with mixed crews 
without regulations for age and sexe. The open class so to say, with a maximum of 20 
paddlers. The foreign teams race with the dutch.

BOSBAAN
The regatta is held on the national rowing-complex the Bosbaan on the border of 
Amsterdam in a big park. The race-track is 2.000 meters. There are professional dressing
rooms. We race in 6 lanes according to the IDBF-rules. Maximum number of teams is 18 for 
every distance. 
We have gold-silver-bronze for every distance and an overall special for the 3 races.

TOUR ON THE AMSTERDAM CANALS
On sunday 9 september we organise the traditional tour through the canals of Amsterdam,
where we lunch in the centre of the city. We start around 11 am nearby the Amstel.
We end around 3 pm. The number of boats is restricted, thus act quick.
Participation cost a 100 euro a team, boat included.
With an own boat it’s free.

PAYMENT
If your team wants to participatie in the regatta and tour: we need to know it before 
15 august. So send the form in time.
At that time you also have to pay at least 50 euro. The full amount of money should be paid 
before 1 september 2017.
Payment through IBAN NL52 INGB 0005 9658 45. BIC: INGBNL2A.

SCHEDULE
First captainsmeeting is at 10.00 hours, first race at 10.30, the end of the regatta at 17.00 
hours. We start with the 500, then the 200 and 2.000 meters. We let you know in time if 
there are changes in the programme.

MORE INFO
Actual information you can find on: www.ehdc.nl
EersteHollandseDrakenbootClub, postadres: Grubbehoeve 903, 1103 GZ Amsterdam |
ehdc.amsterdam@gmail.com | www.ehdc.nl | clubhuis: Langbroekpad 3, Gaasperplas |
020-6994203 / 06-41612131 
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